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The water installation of T2, part of the
panch mahabhuta, the India
Elemental theme, is designed by film
director Shekhar Kapur together with
Rajeev Sethi. A ten-metre high blue-

turquoise ceramic wall forms the backdrop. From
it, and from a series of blue-green pillars in front,
emerge ancient water spouts that spew water
onto a ceramic installation that represents a
cityscape. Place your hand in the water, and
you hear a sound. Move your hand in the
water of another spout, and you hear a differ-
ent note. If you don’t mind getting wet hands,
it is possible to play a small melody as you
move your hands underneath all the spouts.

Below this installation you find the illu-
minated seabed scapes of Priya Sundaravalli.
“My work came in as an afterthought of the
designer,” she says. “In September 2012 there
was the Auroville Festival at the India
International Centre in New Delhi, where I
exhibited my installation of ceramic objects.
[see Auroville Today # 279, October 2012]
The exhibition was coming to an end, and I
was visiting museums in Delhi, when I
received a call to come immediately – that
Rajeev Sethi wanted to speak to me. I rushed
back to find this gentleman standing there,
quietly taking in my work. He said he liked
what he saw, enquired about the price and
then bought the installation for the new air-
port in Mumbai. I had no idea what he was
talking about. He invited me to visit him and
his design team at his office next day to see
for myself what he planned to do with my
work.”

It was there that she learned that her

installation would be put under a glass walkway
and form the base of the water installation of the
five elements theme. The model had already been
fully developed. The Pandit family (father-son
team of Padmashri awardee B.R. Pandit and son
Abhay Pandit) would make the wall and pillars;
artist Vipul Kumar had been assigned to make the

ceramic cityscapes – a work
inspired by the Mumbai mon-
soons falling upon the blue tar-
paulins that cover the slums – and
sound engineer K.J. Singh had
been roped in to solve the prob-
lem of how, by touching water,
you can produce musical notes.
“To this original idea, Rajeev had
now added a new design element
which was my installation. It was
going to be placed beneath a
raised glass walkway, with two
glass stairways leading into it.”

It was a great model. But the
airport builders had their doubts.
For this installation, unlike any of
the other art works at T2, required
major structural changes. The air-
port’s engineers had to find a way
to support, on the third floor of
the terminal and in an area of 45
square metres, 15 tons of stone
water spouts and ceramics, 20
tons of iron, 5 tons of water and

2.5 tons of white kolam (limestone)
powder. At first, nobody believed it
could be done. But ultimately the
solution to this complex engineer-
ing riddle was found. 

“I only learned about this issue
much later,” says Priya. “They had
asked me about the weight of my
pieces – which altogether weighed
not more than a 75 kilos – but were
concerned when I told them that
the weight of the kolam powder
and the bricks which I needed for
making the seabed would exceed
several tonnes.”

Priya, from her side, was
uneasy when she was heard that the
dimensions of the glass floor walk-
way would be 9 metres by 4
metres. “It was more than three
times the size of my Delhi exhibi-
tion! How was I going to fill that
space up? I knew that the Delhi
installation with its 120 odd pieces
had been rather closely packed and
that my pieces would show better
with more space around them. But
three times the display size!” She
decided to make 200 more pieces,
at no additional cost for the airport.
“This was my chance to offer the
best of what I could for the 

country.” And so, in March 2013, 16 boxes with
more than 300 pieces of fragile ceramics and 2.5
tons of kolam powder left Auroville by lorry on
its way to Mumbai. 

But it was only in October 2013 that the work
of the other artists had sufficiently proceeded for
Priya to start her work on the floor. It was far
from plain sailing.

“I call it my ‘groundhog days’, after the 1993
movie Groundhog Day where the main character
is forced to relive the same day over and over
again until he changes personally,” she says. “I
had estimated that it would take me 10 days to
create the seabed and install my ceramics – but it
took almost 40 days! The workmen who had been
assigned to help me were not always at their moti-
vated best, and there was a lot of tamas! Often the
work had all to be done all over again. Then there
was a big leak in one of the tanks. Water flowed
like a brook through the installation out on the
floor in front. And once again, all the work had to
be redone.”

But it was a great learning experience. “After
a couple of failures I realised that I was being too
nice to the workers, expecting that they would
respond with prompt and perfect work. When it
didn’t happen, I switched to being a nasty bully –
perhaps it made me unpopular for a while, but I
got respect and what I wanted! I learned that I had
to insist on perfection the first time around and
never take ‘no’ or ‘later’ for an answer. This was a
big learning for me.”

Now that this installation is over, does she
have specific plans for the future? “In March I will
start a four-months internship at the Gimhae
Clayarch museum in Korea. I want to study archi-
tectural ceramics; to create something big and also
combine clay with other media such as fibre glass
or metal, possibly with kinetic elements.” She
smiles. “But I have no specific concepts in mind. I
am certain I will be guided.”
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Creating seabed scapes

The three artists’ water installation

A part of the seabed scape installation is visible 
through the glass staircase 
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Mumbai’s Chhatrapati Shivaji In
ry Maratha emperor, Chhatrap
abbreviated as T2. It was in
Dr. Manmohan Singh, on Ja
operations on February 12.

T2 is unique in many aspects. For one, the term
& Merrill (who also designed Dubai’s Burj Khalifa
ful. The design of the four-level high terminal – an
dancing white peacock. The giant white pillars with
terminal’s 11-acre roof are awe-inspiring. The wide
curtain of grey steel, with hundreds of LED lights s
lamps, are a feast for the eyes. Even the six-lane elev
to the Western Express Highway of Mumbai, has 
road planners all over India. 

The art programme

But what sets apart this terminal from othe
Managing Director of Mumbai International Air
Mumbai airport, “There was a beautiful body, 
change that. “What if we transform this area in
show gallery to host the country’s largest collec
tribute to India’s finest art?” That’s how Jaya H

Jaya He means Glory to the Nation. And Glo
airports, which do not express a strong national
are in India. For the Art Programme not only sh
Indian artists, but also showcases ancient Indian
find painted doors from Sikkim, 11th century w
ful inlaid boxes, carved wooden doors, metal lam
large scenographic objects, ancient and modern
from Nagaland. Murals created by tribal artists
contemporary artists. The art works are made of
waste. There is as a map of Mumbai made of c
densors shaped as buildings and art work made
cow dung. 

The brain behind India’s largest art programme
curator and scenographer Rajeev Sethi, known for
world. In his Curatorial Note on the Artwork Progr
ebrate every rite of passage, particularly in travel – 
al, consecrating the journey through it. Our ambitio
ing meaning into the huge spatial volumes of T2 um
thresholds: the Gateway of India for those arriving 
terminus. It was only fitting that a third one, for air p

Integrating arts and crafts

Sethi decided upon a full-scale integration of c
contemporary artists stand next to or are integrated 
travelled all over India and hand-picked over 5,400 
kets and collectors, and from an art museum in Koc
all were in various states of degradation. Without 
Sethi brought in a Heritage Conservation Agency to

He also contacted over 100 eminent and upco
commissioned works to unknown master craftsmen
Art Programme reached out, as he says, “to the thr
works have never seen the light of day.” Jaya He, h
sans, architects, art historians, anthropologists and c
to distil and interpret India culturally, aesthetically, 

Jaya He is divided into two areas. One is for arr
is a series of installations along the travelators ab
‘Party in the sky above Mumbai’ and there are Boll
lations by Gond and Warli tribals decorate the walls
weary traveller is greeted by the soft sounds of d
motors, made by Svaram in Auroville. To rest the e
middle of the baggage carousels display an assortm
boxes. 

Departing travellers will be able to enjoy the m
metre high, 1.2 kilometre long art wall, which run
Threshold of India,” writes Sethi. The wall has six
doorways, façades, and porches replete with sym
musical angels, and celestial guardian figures of 
installations, from each corner of the country, dep
these regions. An 18-metre tall installation recreatin
is part of this theme and plays homage to the host st

India Elemental is based on the concept of the
elements – space, air, fire, water and earth. It is here
– the wind chimes of Svaram (in the section ‘Sp
‘Water’). India Global represents an India in the m
being coalesce in novel ways, the old and new co
architectural and sculptural elements traditionally
religious architecture, marking the space of auspic
modes of transportation including vaahanas – the v

The art along this wall can be viewed from all
from the perspective of the makers. Visitors will b
CARM (Complex Asset Resource Management) of
information kiosks along the wall. A museum bou
DVDs, a coffee table book and a catalogue will be 
museum is also planning a comprehensive public 
and culture, globally and in India. 

If there is a problem about Jaya He, it is that on
than one as it will take many trips and long hours to 
As Sanjay Reddy predicts: the art will be such an at
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installation
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For Aurelio, the creative
director of Svaram, the story
started in 2011 when he got
a call from Veenapani
Chawla, the director of

Adishakti near Auroville. She said that
a Mr. Rajeev Sethi was there and ‘was
looking for something for the airport’,
for the section ‘space’ of ‘India
Elemental’. He needed something that
produced sound.“We met and talked
about various possibilities, such as
using sound-stones or wind-chimes. It
was all very informal; we had no idea
about the required dimension,” he says.

In the following years that idea
became clearer. Sethi wanted two large
chime installations at the entrance of
the baggage claim area, near carousel
1, each hanging between two six-
metres high pillars. “Those pillars are
nine metres apart! We realised that for
each installation we had to hang eight
metres of chimes, from small to large,
with pipes gradually increasing from 1
to 3 metres in length, the largest with a
diameter of 9 centimetres. It would be
our largest order ever, but we won-
dered if we could build it.”

“Our first reaction was not to do it,
it was too big,” says Jan, who is
responsible for the production at
Svaram. “We were talking about mak-
ing 400 tubes of different dimensions,

each of them to be hand-tuned and afterwards
electronically-verified. Moreover, we had no clue
how to make them sound. We produce wind
chimes, but the airport is temperature-controlled
and there is no wind. Then there were all those
security restrictions. The sound could not interfere
with the announcements – that excluded the possi-
bility of using artificial wind – and should not
exceed 35 decibels. That’s a conversation in whis-
pers. All in all, it wasn’t very promising.”

Then there was MIAL’s contract, about 1 cen-
timetre thick and exceeding 20 pages. “I’m an
artist and not familiar with legal language!” says
Aurelio. But as things happen sometimes in
Auroville, unexpected help came. An Aurovilian
and a newcomer specialised in robotics, helped
with developing a device which, at regular inter-
vals, rotates a wooden hammer against the tubes.
Other help came from Ulrike, a German lawyer
and a friend of Auroville. She had already support-
ed Svaram in the past by restructuring its opera-
tions. She now studied the contract and simply
scrapped the unacceptable clauses. “We had no
idea that we could propose changes. She simply
did and her changes were accepted,” says
Aurelio.

The two halves of the installation are
separated from each other by statues of
angels and gandharvas playing musical
instruments, which Rajeev Sethi bought
from different parts of India. “That gave us
the idea of Sound Wings, where our instal-
lations are like wings on both sides of the
angels – like the spread-out wings of a bird.
For the tuning we choose the Hamsadhvani
(meaning sound of swans), a raga in
Carnatic music in the pentatonic scale,
which symbolises the sound of the bird of
the soul,” says Aurelio.

As could be expected, the project met
with setbacks. At some point, MIAL told
them they were too expensive. They pro-

posed they cut out the 50 electronic
motors and the sound stones, which
they had also been asked to supply.
“We rather liked the idea – for at
that time, the electronic part was
still a nightmare,” says Jan, “but
how could we supply chimes that
don’t chime? We decided against
the proposal, and almost gave up on
the project.” Negotiations fol-
lowed. “At the end we agreed to do the project
close to cost price – for it is a great honour and
opportunity to be allowed to showcase your prod-
uct at this prestigious airport.  

The installation followed. “It was chaotic,”
says Jan. “The electronic equipment is all hidden,
and we will need access for maintenance. When
the project was already in an advanced stage, we
found that the initial drawings had been changed
in such a way that only a small child would be able
to creep through the maintenance duct. Despite
our protests this could not be changed, and access
is very limited.”

As a corollary of this project, Svaram is look-

ing into ways to bringing its own functioning to a
different level. “To purely become a business ven-
ture isn’t very attractive,” says Aurelio. “We want
to continue our research and create a learning cam-
pus for instrument building.” Jan agrees. “I would
prefer to concentrate on producing a few special-
ized high profit items and have a team of skilled
crafts people. But in any case I am sure that wher-
ever we go with Svaram, it will be creative and
rewarding and we’ll find a balance in our growth
which works for all involved.”

Carel.

For more information visit www.svaram.org.

Building Sound Wings

Top: One of the wings of Sound Wings 
Below left: The middle section of the Sound Wing installation has music-making angels and ghandarvas

Below right: Aurelio and Jan next to a sound-stone

Sound Wings as seen from the baggage reclaim area
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ternational Airport, named after the 17th centu-
ati Shivaji, has a new terminal, conveniently
augurated by the Prime Minister of India, 
nuary 10, 2014, and will start commercial 

inal, designed by New York’s Skidmore, Owings
and Chicago’s Willis Tower) is stunningly beauti-
other novelty in India – has been inspired by the 
their peacock feather motif that are holding up the
 interior spaces, the lotus chandeliers and the diya
hining through cut outs resembling traditional oil
ated access road, which connects the new terminal
been aesthetically designed and is an example to

s is that it has a soul. Says Sanjay Reddy, the
port Pvt. Ltd. (MIAL) which built and runs the
but devoid of soul.” He contemplated how to
to a temple of nourishment, into one gigantic
tion of art in public space? What if we create a
e, the GVK New Museum at T2, was born.
ry to India it certainly is. For unlike most other
dentity, Jaya He makes people aware that they
ows the works of more than 100 contemporary
 artefacts sourced from all over India. One can
ter spouts, temple cars from the South, beauti-
ps from Kerala, wooden chariots, stone pillars,
 jhalis, and huge 19th century wooden totems
from Gond and Warli stand next to works of
all possible media; a rather unusual medium is

omputer circuit boards with resistors and con-
 of bottle caps. There are also statues made of

, spanning over three kilometres, is India’s leading
 his organisation of Festivals of India all over the
amme he explains that, “In India we mark and cel-
every threshold and doorway is enriched by a ritu-
n was to bring this sensibility to the airport, infus-
bai.” Mumbai has already two other noteworthy

by sea, and the iconic Chhatrapati Shivaji railway
assengers, would be added.

rafts and arts, where works from tribal, folk, and
ith ancient art objects. Together with his team he

thnographic artefacts – from towns, villages, mar-
hi which was to be sold off to a client abroad. But
conservation, they would have been lost forever. 
 restore them to their original splendour.

ming artists, amongst them two Aurovilians, and
 working within traditional idioms. In so doing, the
eshold of those who have great skills, but whose
e says, has brought together designers, artists, arti-
onservators with technicians, all working together
historically and socially. 
iving passengers, called ‘layered narratives’. This

out the city of Mumbai, such as Alexis Kersey’s
ywood movie poster paintings. Also kinetic instal-
. Then, upon arrival in the baggage claim area, the

ozens of wind chimes operated by subtly hidden
ye while waiting for the luggage, the islands in the
ent of antique Indian trunks and exquisitely carved

ain part of Jaya He, which is located along the 18-
s as a spine through the terminal. “We call it the
themes. India Greets is presented as a tableau of

bols of welcome and protection, such as lotuses,
stone and wood. India Seamless consists of four
icting the myths, histories and popular culture of
g backdrops and props popular in Marathi theatre
ate of Maharashtra. 
 panch mahabhuta and expresses each of the five
that we find the works of the two Auroville artists

ace’) and the ceramics of Priya Sundaravalli (in
aking, where new forms, materials and ways of

-existing. India’s Silent Sentinels is composed of
featured in thresholds of homes, water sources, and

ious transition. India Moves represents different
ehicles of the gods – palanquins, carts and rathas.
 four levels of the terminal. It can also be viewed
e able to learn about each artwork by copying the
 the art object onto their cell phones, or visiting the
tique will be set-up in the shopping area, where

on sale, as well as works from selected artists. The
outreach programme to promote Indian art, crafts

e needs an air ticket to enter  – and probably more
appreciate all art on display. And there is the catch.
traction that people may  miss their flights.
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